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Tab S9 FE+ : 31.5cm | Tab S9 FE: 27.7cm*

8GB+128GB/12GB+256GB | 6GB+128GB/8GB+256GB**

10090 mAh/ 45W | 8000 mAh / 45W#

Rear - 8MP+8MP/Front - 12MP | Rear - 8MP/Front - 12MP

Display

Memory

Battery

Camera

Gray Silver LavenderMint

Image simulated. Color and model subject to availability. S Pen available in inbox. *Measured diagonally, Galaxy Tab S9 FE’s screen size is 27.70cm in the full rectangle and 27.43cm accounting for the rounded corners. Galaxy Tab S9 FE+’s 
screen size is 31.50cm in the full rectangle and 31.47cm accounting for the rounded corners. Actual viewable area is less due to rounded corners. **Availability of 256GB storage option may vary depending on country, region or carrier and 
actual storage availability may vary depending on pre-installed software. #Typical value tested under third-party laboratory conditions. Typical value is the estimated average value considering the deviation in battery capacity among the 
battery samples tested under IEC 61960 standard. Rated (typical) capacity is 8000 mAh for Galaxy Tab S9 FE and 10090 mAh for Galaxy Tab S9 FE+. Actual battery life may vary depending on network environment, usage patterns and other 
factors. Charging speed may vary depending on charging conditions and other factors.



Immersive visuals thanks to an adaptive 
refresh rate of up to 90Hz##. Smooth 
binge-watching or scrolling assured.

Lifelike visuals on a high-resolution 
display#. Enhanced brightness, for a 
spectacular viewing experience.

Vibrant hues. Stunning views.3 Super-smooth visuals4

Write, sketch or draw on your favorite 
notetaking apps with the redesigned 
water and dust-resistant S Pen**.

Power up notetaking with S Pen2Colorful* design that shines1

A world of creative possibilities packed in 
an impressive design and four colours:  
Gray, Mint, Silver or Lavender.

Inside or outside, Vision Booster^ lets you 
see everything bright and clear thanks to 
an intelligent outdoor algorithm.

Clear views in bright outdoors5

Work and play as long as you like. 
Reduced blue light^^ emission protects 
your and your loved ones eyes.

No strain on your eyes6

Image simulated. *Color and model subject to availability. **The inbox S Pen for Galaxy Tab S9 FE and Tab S9 FE+ is water and dust-resistant with an IP68 rating. Based on lab test conditions for submersion in up to 1.5 meters of freshwater 
for up to 30 minutes. Not advised for beach or pool use. Water and dust resistance of the S Pen is not permanent and may diminish over time because of normal wear and tear. Dust resistance rating is tested under lab conditions by a 
third party: 2kg of talc powder (max. diameter of 0.05mm) per cubic meter was blown into a test chamber housing the device (air pressure within device kept below surrounding air) for 2 hours. Dust-resistance may vary by actual usage 
conditions. Remove any excess water from the S Pen with a dry cloth or towel before using or attaching it to tablet. S Pen Creator Edition sold separately. #Measured diagonally, Galaxy Tab S9 FE’s screen size is 27.70cm in the full rectangle 
and 27.43cm accounting for the rounded corners. Galaxy Tab S9 FE+’s screen size is 31.50cm in the full rectangle and 31.47cm accounting for the rounded corners. Actual viewable area is less due to rounded corners. ##Some certain 
applications or game interfaces may support less than 90 Hz due to reasons like compatibility. ^Actual UI may be different. Galaxy Tab S9 FE and Tab S9 FE+ have maximum brightness of 600 nits and outdoor brightness of 720 nits in 
High Brightness Mode. ^^The display used in Galaxy Tab S9 FE and Tab S9 FE+ has received the "Low Blue Light" certification from SGS  based on its ability to reduce some of the blue light emission from the screen. More information of 
this certification can be found on www.sgs.com/performance. Low Blue Light certification is under 9.9% (test from SGS).
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High-performing Exynos 1380 chipset for 
smooth multitasking. Choose up to 256GB 
internal storage add up to 1TB storage.

It’s our first ever IP68 rated water and 
dust-resistant# Galaxy S FE tablet. Even 
the S Pen is IP68 certified. 

Water and dust-resistant9 Big on productivity & storage##10

Swap networks easily with Dual SIM. 
Activate your eSIM and set it up as 
primary with just a few taps.

eSIM^ for double the connectivity11

Snap on the Book Cover Keyboard^^ to get 
PC-like productivity with DeX mode. Tab 
when you want, PC when you need.

PC-mode in a single snap12

Turn imagination into reality on Samsung 
Notes and Goodnotes**. Sketch in portrait 
view. Edit in horizontal view, or vice versa.

Elevate your creativity8Uninterrupted work and play7

Keep the creative juices flowing with the 
long-lasting battery*. Get through your day 
and even charge your phone with the Tab.

Image simulated. *Typical value tested under third-party laboratory conditions. Typical value is the estimated average value considering the deviation in battery capacity among the battery samples tested under IEC 61960 standard. Rated (typical) capacity is 
8000 mAh for Galaxy Tab S9 FE and 10090 mAh for Galaxy Tab S9 FE+. Actual battery life may vary depending on network environment, usage patterns and other factors. Charging speed may vary depending on charging conditions and other factors. **Goodnotes 
app requires separate download from Galaxy Store and comes with a 1-year free full version. Once the free full version period ends, an additional purchase is required for continuous use. App availability and the terms of service may vary by country and region. 
Clip Studio Paint membership required. Preload supported in select markets. Clip Studio Paint app can be downloaded from the Galaxy Store and comes with a free 6-month trial for first-time users. Once the free trial period ends, paid subscription to a monthly 
or annual usage plan is required for continuous use. Third party images/logos/marks are trademarks/registered trademarks of respective third parties brands/owners. Terms of service may vary by country and region. Galaxy Tab S9 FE, Tab S9 FE+ and the inbox 
S Pen are rated as IP68. Based on lab test conditions for submersion in up to 1.5 meters of freshwater for up to 30 minutes. Not advised for beach or pool use. Water and dust resistance of device is not permanent and may diminish over time because of normal 
wear and tear. #Dust resistance rating is tested under lab conditions by a third party: 2kg of talc powder (max. diameter of 0.05mm) per cubic meter was blown into a test chamber housing the device (air pressure within device kept below surrounding air) for 2 
hours. Dust-resistance may vary by actual usage conditions. Remove any excess water from the S Pen with a dry cloth or towel before using or attaching it to tablet. S Pen Creator Edition sold separately. ##MicroSD card sold separately. Availability of 256GB storage 
option may vary depending on country, region or carrier and actual storage availability may vary depending on pre-installed software. ^Available functions may vary by country, region or carrier. ^^Book Cover Keyboard sold separately. The product is available 
for Galaxy Tab S9 FE and Tab S9 FE+. Product design may vary by model. Certain apps may not support multi windows. Google Meet available for download at Google Play. Google Meet is a trademark of Google LLC. Features and keyboard layout may vary by 
model or type of language. Wireless Keyboard Sharing is supported on Samsung Galaxy Tab devices running One UI 2.5 or above, connected to the Book Cover Keyboard via POGO. Not available on select smartphone models. Up to 3 devices can be registered for 
Wireless Keyboard Sharing. To enable Wireless Keyboard Sharing, both devices must be logged in to the same Samsung account. Performance may vary depending on user network environment. Wireless Keyboard Sharing feature can be turned on/off in Settings 
> General Management > Physical Keyboard > Share keyboard.



All features and specifications mentioned herein can be changed without prior notice. Log on to www.samsung.com/in for more details.
Products shown herein are for representational purpose only, actual product may vary.

For more information or for e-waste pick up
please WhatsApp us on 1800 5 7267864.

Please dispose of e-waste and plastic waste responsibly.

Registered Address: Samsung India Electronic Pvt. Ltd.,
C.I.N. - U31900DL1995PTCO71387, 6th Floor, DLF Center, Sansad Marg, New Delhi - 110001.

Follow us
samsungindia            SamsungIndia              SamsungIndia           SamsungIndia
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